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A major component of the paper is the apportionment of POA and states (e.g. in abstract) factor contributions relative to POA. This is fine if one has a clear idea of the POA/SOA split. However, I read through much of the manuscript without understanding this split. I think that at the beginning of the discussion you need to have a separate section that discusses this split and compares it with results from previous AMS PMF studies (the paper does have a SOA section here but that section is focused on whether there are multiple types of OOA factors and not their total contribution). Once you establish the relative importance of POA and SOA you can then focus on the different POA factors.

Response: The first section of the discussion (4.1) implicitly deals with this, although we agree that it could be made clearer. The POA/SOA split is dealt with more explicitly in the revised version.

My impression is that in many locations OOA always seems to be the dominant factor in AMS data sets (e.g. Zhang 2007 GRL paper). Is this a correct conclusion or are the Zhang results biased because there are many more summer datasets? Are your high levels of POA (~75%) consistent with other AMS studies? If they are not that seems to be a pretty significant conclusion.

Response: The Zhang et al. paper does highlight the difference between summer and winter (in particular with previous Manchester and Tokyo studies) and the high proportion of POA reported here is not inconsistent with this. This is mentioned in the revised discussion.

SFOA – I found this terminology a little imprecise. Maybe it would be better to call it solid fuel for domestic heating? That is a mouthful, but solid fuel by itself is misleading. For example, you don’t think that emissions from solid fuel combustion for electricity generation are contributing to this factor. If someone just reads the abstract they will be left with the wrong impression of this source because it never mentions space heating.

Response: The ‘space heating’ qualifier has been added to the abstract and discussion.

SFOA – You seem to be identifying this factor based on the levoglucosan signature and temporal pattern. There are some HOA like aspects to the factor. What does the inventory say about the relative importance of the different types of solid fuel combustion, wood, coal, etc?

Response: Referring to PM10, the biggest national emitters for domestic burning are wood (47%), coal (28%), peat (14%) and solid smokeless fuel (4%). These statistics
have been added to the revised version.

Deriving POA/CO ratios for solid fuel combustion and motor vehicle emissions provides a good test for inventories. However, the authors need to add an estimate of the uncertainty to their ratio. The values stated in the abstract have three significant digits which implies a high level of certainty. I suspect that issues with the PMF solutions and the need to subtract off background concentration create substantial uncertainty. Given these uncertainties how different are your results from previous studies.

Response: The largest source of uncertainty we feel is the rotational ambiguity and the range of values that this derives when explored are now shown in the revised version alongside the emission factors. While SFOA varies greatly, HOA is relatively stable.

I found the differences between REPARTEE1 and 2 analyses interesting, notably the absence of the SFOA factor and higher level of OOA in REPARTEE1. A 4°C shift in temperature seems relatively modest to create such a big shift – no SFOA versus 20% SFOA. 20% does not seem like a “weaker” source. Does the SFOA contribution correlate with temperature or some other markers of residential heating emissions?

Response: No straight correlation with temperature was found. No other markers of combustion were available.

Presumably there is some SFOA in REPARTEE1, but that it is not separated from OOA.

Response: Agreed and this is now mentioned more explicitly in the discussion.

Figure 6 – I found this figure difficult to read. Comparing the median results for the studies was straightforward, but all of the dashed lines for the quartiles were a mess. E.g. I found it very difficult to distinguish between the blue and black cases. Maybe remove some of the dashed lines or break the figure into additional panels? Are the quartiles really that important?

Response: Quartiles removed.

In at least two places the authors used a phrase like biased toward POA. I thought this was pretty awkward because I often think of bias as an error. Reworking this would be good. Maybe something like split shifted towards POA or a Larger contribution of POA, etc.

Response: Incidences of this word have been reworded to phrases like ‘POA is more prevalent’.

Finally, I found the paper long and hard to follow in places. It presents a lot of results, some which distracted from the main focus on source apportionment. For example, the elemental analysis of the HR data from REPARTEE2 was interesting, but did not fit in well (it disrupted the flow about source apportionment). Section 3.3 seemed long and unfocused. Deleting and/or reworking some of the extraneous material and focusing on the core results would improve readability and impact.

Response: The high resolution section (which consists of 1 paragraph and 1 figure) has been moved closer to the start of section 3.1, so this should break the flow less. While long, we feel section 3.3 to cover an important technical aspect of the paper. We have attempted to reword parts of this and improve its focus, breaking it into smaller subsections.